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The classical way of reducing the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the 
Laplace equation in a domain B C W, m 2 3, to an integral equation is to 
seek a solution w of the problem in the form of a double layer potential 
1 
w(x) = j,, & FX_ylm-2 9(Y) MY), (1) 
where 4 is an unknown density for which one obtains an integral equation 
of the second kind by means of the jump conditions of potential theory. 
It is well known that this integral equation can be solved approximately by 
an iteration method. 
In previous papers [3, 41, one of the authors has considered a modification 
by replacing the kernel l/i x - y lm--2, which may be regarded as Green’s 
function for the free space [w”, by the Green’s function for some domain B’ 
with B C B’. This means that one assumes that the solution w has the form of 
a generalized double layer potential 
44 = s,, & G(T Y) 4(y) WY). 
Again the integral equation obtained by this method can be solved approxi- 
mately by iterations. 
The main aim of this note is to demonstrate that there is an advantage for 
numerical approximations in this alternative treatment of the Dirichlet 
problem. We shall show that the rate of convergence of the iteration scheme 
associated with the integral equation derived from (2) is better than that for 
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the corresponding scheme associated with the integral equation derived 
from (1). This we shall do by showing that a variational principle for the 
eigenvalues of the integral operators in question can be established in a form 
which gives us the ability to “shift” troublesome eigenvalues. 
1. Let B, B' be bounded open domains of euclidean space Iw”, 
m 2 3, such that B C B' and that the boundaries aB, aB' are closed connected 
and sufficiently smooth. By 7t we denote the exterior normal to aB and aB'. 
We set B := B'\B. Let 
G(x, Y) = I x - Y 12-m + g(x, Y>, m 2 3, 
denote the Green’s function of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation 
in the domain B' (with regular part g). 
Let C(aB) be the Banach space of continuous functions 4: aB + @ with 
norm /I$ Ilm := suproae I +(x)1 . Define compact linear operators K: C(aB) -+ 
C(BB) and L: C(BB)-+C(aB) by 
where wm. represents the area of the unit sphere in Iw”. The compactness of 
the integral operators K and L follows from the weak singularity of their 
kernels. As is easily seen, K and L are adjoint with respect to the bilinear 
form (., .): C(aB) x C(aB) --f @ defined by 
Hence by Fredholm’s alternative, K and L have the same spectrum. 
We shall make use of the following properties [2, pp. 32ff.l of generalized 
single and double layer potentials 
x cB'\aB, (1.3) 44 := (m -22j w, I ae G(x, Y> #Y) WY), 
W(X) := trn -22) w, s ae a,Jy) (3x9 Y) 44~) d’-‘(Y), 
x EB'J~B, (1.4) 
with density r#~ E C(BB). Both u and w are harmonic in B and 8, and on the 
surface aB the jump conditions 
u + = u- (14 
(1.6) 
(l-7) 
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hold. With the indices + and - we distinguish the limits obtained by 
approaching aB from inside B and B, respectively. From the property 
G(x, y) = 0 for all x E aB’, y E B’ we get on aB’ 
u = 0, (1.8) 
w = 0. (1.9) 
The transformation of the Dirichlet problem into an integral equation is 
settled by 
THEOREM 1. Given a function f E C(BB). The function 
w(x) : = (m -22) w, 
s aB & G(x, Y> 4(y) WY) (1.10) 
solves the Dirichlet problem 
Aw =O in B, 
w = -f on aB 
iff$ E C(BB) is a solution of the integral equation 
$I -L$ =f. 
Proof. Use (1.7). 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
Remark 1. The classical case g = 0 is included as the limiting case 
B’ + UP, provided that the condition that a function vanishes on aB’ is 
replaced by the requirement that it shall tend to zero at infinity in the sense 
of uniform convergence. 
Remark 2. The case m = 2 can be analogously treated by using the 
fundamental solution In 1 x - y j . It also is possible to consider the exterior 
Dirichlet problem in a similar way. 
2. In order to establish the required variational principle for the 
eigenvalues of K and L we shall use the concept of positive dual systems 
[L p- 401. 
Let X be a normed linear space with Ij . I/: X-+ R. Assume given a scalar 
product (., .): X x X -+ @ which induces a norm 1 . 1: X + R defined by 
1 II 1 := (u, u)~/~ and which satisfies, for some positive real number y, 
lul Srll4l 
for all u E X. The normed space with scalar product (., .) is denoted by (X, X) 
and called a positive dual system. An operator A: X - X is called symmetric 
if (Au, v) = (u, Av) for all u, v E X. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (X, X) be a positive dual system and let A: X-+ X be a 
compact (with respect to the norm )I - 11) y s mmetric linear operator. Then the 
spectrum U(A) of A is real and 
sup A= sup(du,U)=su#+ 
X0(A) UEX 4 U 
ltLl=l 
inf A= inf(Au,u)=ini#. 
r\~(r(A) tLEX , 
IlLI= UfO 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Remark. Remember that the spectrum of a compact operator consists 
of an at most countable set which has no point of accumulation except 
possibly h = 0, that every nonzero number in the spectrum is an eigenvalue 
of finite multiplicity and that h = 0 belongs to the spectrum if X has infinite 
dimension. 
Proof. (i) With respect to 1 . 1 we can identify X with a dense subspace 
of a Hilbert space H. For any bounded (with respect to 11 . 11) symmetric linear 
operator S: X-t X there exists a unique extension S: H + H which is a 
bounded (with respect to 1 . 1) self-adjoint operator and for which 1 S 1 5 (/ S 1) 
holds. If S has a bounded inverse then S also has a bounded inverse. For a 
proof of these statements see [I, p. 411. 
(ii) Let A denote the corresponding extension of A. We shall prove 
that 
u(A) = u(A). (2.3) 
Let X belong to the resolvent set p(A) of A. This means that (AZ - A), where I 
denotes the identity operator, has a bounded inverse. From (i) it follows that 
(AZ - A) also has a bounded inverse. Hence h belongs to the resolvent set p(A) 
of B and we have 
a(A) C a(A). (2.4) 
Since any eigenvalue of A is an eigenvalue of A, to establish (2.3) it remains 
to prove that 0 E o(A) in the case when X is infinite dimensional. 
To do this assume 0 4 U(A). Then A and A can have only a finite number of 
eigenvalues since an infinite number of eigenvalues of the compact operator A 
would have the accumulation point 0 and the spectrum of a bounded operator 
is closed. Hence the symmetric operator A with a spectrum consisting only of 
a finite number of eigenvalues with finite multiplicity must necessarily be of 
the form 
k 
Au = C h& ui) ui , 
i=l 
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where {Ai> denotes the set of all eigenvalues and {ui} the set of the correspond- 
ing orthonormalized eigenelements. Therefore A and 1 have finite dimen- 
sional range; thus A: H + H is compact. This is a contradiction to 0 # o(A). 
(iii) The theorem now follows from the results 
sup A = sup(Au, a), 
AEd) UCH 
iThI= 
i,:i, x = in; (Au, u) 
IlLI= 
for a bounded self-adjoint operator A: H ---f H [5, p. 3201 since X is dense in H. 
3. Let U be the linear space of continuous functions u: B’ --f C for 
which u is harmonic in B and 8, u = 0 on aB’ and the normal derivatives 
&/an on aB and au/an on aB’ exist and are continuous. We set 
D(u) : = 1 (grad u, grad g) dx, (3.1) 
8 
for all u E U. 
D(u) : = jB (grad u, grad zi) dx (3.2) 
LEMMA 1. The linear operator T: C(aB) + U defined by 
TW := (m -12) w, s aB G(x, Y) d(r) do(y) (3.3) 
is bijective. 
Proof. By (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), and (1.8) we indeed have T+E U. 
T is injective because T4 = 0 implies, by (1.6) that 
W4)- $=-&--yjy-. vw+ _ 0 
Let u be an arbitrary functions in U and let x E B u fi. Then for sufficiently 
small r > 0 we get using Green’s theorem 
6, % Y> (E - 2) do(y) 
= s, [G(x, y) (2 - 2) - w (up - u,)] do(y) 
+ s,,, [G(x, Y> ; - w u] do(y) 
= iz-,,sT [G(x,Y); - wu] do(y) 
= j,r-,I-r [A: + +u] do(y). 
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Passing to the limit T -+ 0 we obtain 
u(x) = (m -l2) w, aE, j G(x, Y) (f$ - 2) do(y). 
Hence we have u = Tq5 where 4 := ((&/&z) - (&+/&z)). Thus T is 
surjective. 
THEOREM 3. The spectrum a(K) = o(L) is real and 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
hold. If there exists a positive (or negative) ezgenvalue, the supremum (OY injimum) 
on the right-hand side is obtained. 
Proof. (i) We define a scalar product (., .): C(8B) x C(aB) + @ by 
(4,4 := (m -12) w, SI 
- 
aB aB % Y) ~44 4(y) do(x) do(y). (3.6) 
The symmetry of (*, .) follows from the symmetry of the Green’s function. 
To establish that (., +) is positive definite we use (1.6) (3.3), and Green’s 
theorem to evaluate 
If ($, 4) = 0 holds, (3.7) implies T4 = 0 and from Lemma 1 it follows that 
4 = 0. Hence we have (I& 4) 2 0 f or all 4 E C(aB) and (4, 4) = 0 iff + = 0. 
Since 
(Green’s function is nonnegative) for all + E C(BB) we see that (C(BB), C(EB)) 
is a positive dual system. 
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(ii) The operator K y is s mmetric. For all $,1/, E C(aB) we get by (1.6), 
(3.3), and Green’s theorem 
= /B (grad T+, grad G) dx - i* (grad T$, grad @) dx (3.8) 
am - ---‘-) Tc$ do = J;, ??$ T# do = (4, K#). 
an 
(iii) By Theorem 2, Lemma 1, (3.7), and (3.8) we now obtain 
44 - fj(u) 
= 2 D(u) + d(u)' 
If there is a positive eigenvalue the supremum on the right hand side is 
obtained for u = T+ where q5 is an eigenfunction corresponding to the largest 
positive eigenvalue. 
The result (3.5) can be obtained in a similar manner. 
COROLLARY 1. All eigenvalues of K and L have absolute value less than OY 
equal to one. Further, 1 is not an eigenvalue but (-1) is. 
Proof. From Theorem 3 we get -1 2 h s 1 for the eigenvalues A of K 
and L. 
From 
D(u) - m D(u) + 19(u) = ’ 
it follows that B(u) = 0 and hence grad u = 0 in 8. Since u = 0 on aB’ we 
get u = 0 in 8. Then the maximum-minimum principle for harmonic 
functions yields u = 0 in B such that u = 0. Therefore 1 cannot be an 
eigenvalue. 
Let u = 1 in B and let u in B be the solution of the Dirichlet problem with 
boundary values u = 1 on aB and u = 0 on aB’. Then u # 0 and 
D(u) - D(u) 
@)+19(u)--” 
Hence -1 is an eigenvalue. 
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4. By Corollary 1 the operator L has spectral radius 1. Therefore in 
general the iteration scheme - 
A+1 : = LA + f, i = 0, 1, 2 )..., 
for the integral equation (1.13) is not convergent. But the operator 
M :==+I+#L 
has the spectrum 
a(M) = (5 + #A j h E a(L)} 
and by Theorem 3 its spectral radius p is given by 
1 2 w - N4 
P=T+3~~D(u)+d(u)’ 
u+o 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Since X = 0 belongs to the spectrum of L and in view of Corollary 1 we get 
QSp<l. (4.4) 
Therefore we have obtained 
THEOREM 4. Starting with an arbitrary +. E C(8B) the iteration 
A+1 := Q$i + imi + $f! i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (4.5) 
converges in C(aB) to the unique solution of the integral equation (1.13). 
We now are ready to establish our main result in 
THEOREM 5. Let B, B1’, B,’ be bounded open domains in R”, m 2 3, such 
that B C B1’, El’ C B,‘. If p1 and pz denote the spectral radii of the operators 
Ml and M, dejned by (4.2) with reference to the Green’s functions for B,’ and 
Bi, respectively, then 
Pl 5 P2 ? (4.6) 
and strict inequality holds a# p2 > 4 . 
Proof. (i) By the indices 1 and 2 we shall distinguish between quantities 
defined as above but associated with the auxiliary domains B,’ and Bi, 
respectively. Given an arbitrary u1 E U, we define a function u2 E U, as 
follows. In B we set u2 : = ur and in s, we take u2 the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem with boundary values u2 = u1 on aB and up = 0 on aB,‘. In part 
(ii) we shall show that the normal derivatives of the solution of this Dirichlet 
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problem exist and are continuous on 3B and aB,‘. Thus we have us E U, . 
Extending ur by zero onto B,’ we get by Dirichlet’s principle 
> 
s 
~. (grad us , grad ~?a) dx = d,(u,). 
2 
Therefore since D,(U,) = &(~a) to any function u1 E U, there exists a function 
ua E lJ, such that 
Wl) - u4 D2@2) - Dz(u2) 
D,(lc,)sltul) - < D,(u2) + BB(U2) . 
Now (4.6) follows from Theorem 3. 
Since, by (4.4), pr , ps 2 4 a strict inequality in (4.6) can only be obtained 
for ps > 4. On the other hand, in view of (4.7), an equality of the form 
pr = ps > + is impossible because for pr > + the supremum in (4.3) is 
actually attained for some u1 E U, . 
(ii) To complete the proof it remains to show that the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem considered in (i) has continuous normal derivatives. 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 1 we get 
1 au, a 1 
lx--y p-2 ati anty) lx-y p-2 u do(y) 1 1 
PlW~ XEB, 
= lo, xd$. 
Thus the double layer potential 
W(x) := trn -12) 
a 1 
urn s aB an(Y) I * -Y P2 Ul(Y) do(y) 
has continuous normal derivatives on both sides of &, = aB u aB,‘. 
Define 
w(x) := W(x), x E w\B, , 
:= W(x) - u,(x), Xd2. 
Then w is harmonic in 8, and FP\B, and because of 
w, - w = W, _ u2 - w- = u1 - u2 on aB 
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and ua = 0 on aB,’ the function w is continuous throughout [Wm. In lFP\~a 
we may regard w as a solution of a Neumann problem with continuous 
normal derivatives 
awlan =aWpn on ail,. 
By the integral equation method this solution can be represented as a single 
layer potential 
J+) = @# J2) w, s a~~ , x -; y-2 VW wJ) 
with continuous density $. This potential coincides everywhere with the 
function w since their difference is continuous throughout Rm, harmonic in 
8, and zero outside 8,. This implies the existence and continuity of the 
normal derivatives awlan = aV/an on &, from inside 8, . From u2 = W - w 
in s, we conclude the same properties for the normal derivatives of u2 . 
The spectral radius p is a measure of the rate of convergence of the iteration 
(4.5); the smaller the value of p the better the convergence in (4.5). In the 
limiting case B,’ + Iw” we conclude from Theorem 5 that the rate of con- 
vergence of the iteration (4.5) is better or at least no worse than the con- 
vergence of the corresponding iteration in the classical case of the free space 
Green’s function. 
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